
Honors Freshman Physics  Investigation:  “No Free Lunch”  

 

Pre-Pre-Lab: 

  

The first clean page of your lab notebook will (again) be designated for “Teacher Sign-offs” that occur at 

various points in the lab.  “Teacher Sign-offs” are places during the lab where I monitor how you are doing along 

the way.  It is particularly important to make sure that you are correctly learning as you go – and the sign-off 

sheet gives me an opportunity to see what you are learning (and even change things if necessary) as you work 

through the investigation. 

 

Use the following format for the Teacher Sign-off page – In other words, the first clean page of your lab 

notebook should include the following: 

 

Lab Title: (In This Case: “No Free Lunch!”) 

Your Name: 

Period: 

Lab Group Name / Number: 

Lab Group Partner’s Names: 

 

Below is an example of the Teacher Sign-off Sheet for the “No Free Lunch!” lab; however, it is incomplete.  

You'll need to read the entire lab and create a sign-off sheet such that I have a place to sign off at all of the 

appropriate places during the lab procedure. 

 

Teacher Sign-off Sheet for “No Free Lunch!” lab: 

 

Question Number Section Teacher Signature 

6 Pre-lab  

12 Procedure  

…and so forth! …and so on!  

  

Note:  This is just a start to the Teacher Sign-off sheet – you’ll need to read the entire lab and make a Sign-off 

Sheet that allows me to sign off at all required sign-off point in the lab procedure! 

 

Pre-Lab: -on the next page of your lab notebook! 

1.)  Read the entire lab – so you’ll know what you’re doing and so that you’ll know where the teacher sign-off points 

are so that you can create a complete teacher sign-off table on the first page of the lab! 

2.)  In your own words, write the purpose of the lab in a single sentence. 

3.)  Copy the diagram of the pendulum’s motion in your lab notebook. 

4.)  Write out and answer all preliminary questions or answer them so completely that I know what the question 

said. 

5.)  Copy all data tables into your lab notebook – paying particular attention to the units noted in the tables. 

6.)  ***Have your teacher sign the Teacher Sign-off Sheet before beginning the lab.  No-one should be 

working on the lab until I have signed off on your pre-lab!*** 
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Honors Freshmen Physics   Investigation:  “No Free Lunch”  

 

Introduction:  Throughout history people have searched for a free energy source.  The perpetual motion machine 

has been invented countless times and touted over and over by many an inventor as such an energy generator.  The  

idea of the perpetual motion machine is that you can put in a finite amount of energy and the machine will generate 

an infinite amount of energy in return.  Unfortunately, there is a law of physics - man did not write it - that states 

energy cannot be created nor destroyed, it can only change forms. This means if you “generate” energy you are 

actually converting one form of energy into another. The U.S. Office of Patents has seen numerous applications for 

perpetual motion machines, each that claims more energy out than in is put into the machine.  These patent 

requests can be quickly denied due to the fact that it violates the law of conservation of energy. Some examples of 

energy changing forms are: you flip the light switch on in your room; the light bulbs convert electrical energy into 

light and heat energy. Energy stored in Lake Alatoona, a reservoir, is converted into kinetic, mechanical, and 

electrical energy as it passes through the turbines in the dam holding the water. The moral of this story is that 

there is no such thing as a free lunch with energy - you must have energy to “generate” energy. You will be 

investigating energy through the use of a pendulum!  

 

Preliminary Questions: Answer  

on your individual paper. Note:  You  

may choose “it stays the same” for  

any of these questions - the wording is 

not meant to exclude that possibility. 

 

You will NEED to copy the diagram of the 

pendulum path in your lab notebook.  

 

1.  At which point(s) on the pendulum’s path will the ball have the greatest speed? (If friction is negligible)  

2.  At which point(s) on the pendulum’s path will the ball have the most total energy? (If friction is negligible)  

3.  At which point(s) on the pendulum’s path will the ball have the most kinetic energy? (If friction is negligible)  

4.  At which point(s) on the pendulum’s path will the ball have the most potential energy? (If friction is negligible)  

 

Available Materials:  (Some equipment is already set up for you, and some you’ll have to set up on your own.  

Read thoroughly and follow your instructor’s directions so that you’ll know how to use the equipment properly!  

 

1 Pendulum Clamp 1 photogate 2 Meter Sticks 2 Cross Clamps 

1 physics stand 1 pendulum CentiGram Balance 1 Cross Bar 

 

Procedure:  

 

1.  Set Up the pendulum as instructed – and listen closely to instructions for measuring time and height data. 

2.  Copy the data tables into your lab notebook – exactly as they appear on the last page of this instruction sheet.  

NOTE:  These data tables provide a place to record the “time” that the pendulum bob goes through the 

photogate for three trials.  This means that you are to allow the pendulum to swing through the photogate 

multiple times to achieve good data.  Be careful not to allow the pendulum bob to hit the photogate as it 

swings. 

3.  Setting-up and using the photogate:  In order to determine the speed at each point on the pendulum’s path you 

will need to use the photogate to measure the time it takes for the marble to pass through each of the points 

labeled on the drawing above. 

To activate the photogate system: 

 Open “LoggerPro” from the desktop. 

 Click on “Experiment” 

 Click on “Connect Interface,” then “LabPro,” then “com1.” 

0 cm      10 cm            30 cm            50 cm            70 cm            90 cm 



 Click on “File,” then “Open” and find the “Physical Science with Vernier” folder. 

 In the “Physical Science with Vernier” folder locate the “Exp 01.5 No Free Lunch” experiment file. 

 Open this file and click on “Connect” when prompted. 

 

NOTE:  There should be a green “Collect” button at the top of the screen.  When this button is clicked on, you 

have to wait approximately 4 seconds before the button turns red indicating that the system is ready to take data.  

The system will continue to take data for approximately 60 seconds – so you can perform multiple trials without 

having to push the collect button over and over again. 

 The timer will start when the marble first blocks the light beam of the photogate and will stop timing when 

the light beam is no longer blocked.  The resulting time is how long it took the marble to pass that point. This will 

allow you to calculate an “instantaneous” velocity at that point. 

  

4.  Test the photogate with your finger to be sure it works.  

5.  Measure the mass (in kilograms) and the diameter (in meters) of your marble.  Record these values in Data 

Table #2. 

6.  Begin by placing the pendulum into the pendulum clamp (as instructed earlier) making a pendulum that is roughly 

70 cm long (measure from the clamp to the center of the pendulum bob). 

7.  Measure the height of the pendulum bob (to the center of the pendulum bob) above the surface of the table.  

Record this height in Data Table 2 as the height at position “C.” 

8.  Place a meter stick on the desk top such that the 50 cm marker is directly under the pendulum bob when it’s 

hanging at its lowest point (“C”).  Now, pull the pendulum bob 20 cm to the right of its lowest point (it should now 

be above the 30 cm marker on your meter stick).  Carefully hold the pendulum bob at this location, and using a 

second meter stick, measure its height above the table top.  Record this height as the height at position “B”.  

Repeat this procedure – pulling the pendulum 20 cm to the left of its lowest point (above the 70 cm marker on your 

meter stick) – and record this height as the height at position “D.” (Should be about the same as it was at position 

“B,” but let’s be thorough!  Record in table 2. 

9.  Finally, pull the pendulum 40 cm to the right of its lowest point (above the 10 cm marker) so that you can 

measure the height at position “A” and repeat to the left (above the 90 cm marker) to measure the height at 

position “E.”  Record in table 2. 

10.  THE KEY TO THIS INVESTIGATION IS CONSISTENCY!  Make sure that you pull the pendulum bob 50 

cm to the right for each time trial – it should start from above the 1 cm marker for each and every trial!  

You’ll really have to work as a team to make sure that you’re actually capturing the time it take the 

pendulum bob to pass through the photogate at each point.  You may have to catch the pendulum once it 

swings through the photogate to prevent it from swinging back through the photogate and giving you a 

different time value than the one you’re trying to acquire.  Please ask for help if you need it! 

 Position the photogate – as per your instructor’s directions – at each of the locations:  A, B, C, D & E.  

Measure and record the time for the marble to pass through the photogate at each of these positions on the 

pendulum’s path.  Perform three trials for each position and record each time in Data Table 1.  If I were to offer 

any advice, it would be to take some time to make sure that the photogate is looking directly at the center 

of the pendulum bob every time you move it.  The photogate MUST measure the time for the diameter of 

the pendulum bob to block it so it so the photogate MUST look at the exact center of the pendulum bob.  

Record your trials in Data Table #1. 

11.  Calculate your average times in Data Table #1 (you do not need to show K-U-E-S for these simple calculations) 

then transfer those average times to Data Table #2. 

12.  Have your teacher approve your data before beginning the analysis. 

 

Analysis:  K-U-E-S are to be done individually as indicated.  

 

1.  Calculate (K-U-E-S) the speed of the marble at each position. Record these values in Data Table #2.  

2.  Have your instructor approve each member’s K-U-E-S! 



Gravitational Potential energy is stored energy based on an objects position relative to some reference point 

(usually the earth’s surface, but this this case the table top. This energy is equal to the energy required to 

lift it to this height. That energy is the weight of the marble multiplied by the height and is measured in 

Newton-meters or Joules. 

 

PE = m·g·h = W·g 

 

3.  Calculate (K-U-E-S) the weight of the marble (K-U-E-S) Remember: W = m∙g 

4.  Have your teacher approve each member’s K-U-E-S! 

5.  Calculate (K-U-E-S) the potential energy of the marble at each position.  Record these values in Data Table #2.  

 

Kinetic energy is the energy due to motion. In order to determine the kinetic energy, you need the mass of 

the marble and the velocity of the marble. The equation for kinetic energy is: 

  

KE = ½ m∙v 2 

 

6.  Use unit (dimensional) analysis on the equation for Kinetic Energy to determine the unit for Kinetic Energy.  

7.  Calculate (K-U-E-S) the kinetic energy of the marble at each position.  Record these values in Data Table #2.  

8.  Have your teacher approve each member’s K-U-E-S! 

9.  Construct a graph on Graphical Analysis that will show kinetic energy and potential energy on the vertical axis 

and position on the horizontal axis.  Position should be placed in the data table as:  -40 cm, -20 cm, 0 cm, 20 cm and 

40 cm.  Save your graph as “Pendulum NRG” in the appropriate folder on your group’s flash drive.  

10.  Using your graph, describe the relationship between the marble’s kinetic energy and potential energy as it 

moves along its path. 

11.  Have your teacher approve your graph before continuing! 

12.  Determine the total energy of the marble at each point on the roller coaster. Explain how you determined the 

total energy.  Explain why that is the correct method.  

 

Conclusion:  Based on the results & graphs of this investigation, describe the relationship between:  (1.) the speed 

of the marble & the height and (2.) Describe - using proof of lab data & observations - whether or not the law of 

conservation of energy was supported in the lab. 

 
Data / Calculations Table # 1 

 

Marble Mass (kg)   Marble Diameter (m)  

 

 

 

Pendulum Location 

Time Through Photogate (s)  

 

Average Time (s) 
Trial 

1 2 3 

A     

B     

C     

D     

E     

 

Data / Calculations Table # 2 
 

 

Pendulum 

Location 

Height 

above table 

(m) 

Average 

Time 

(s) 

 

Speed 

(m/s) 

Potential 

NRG 

(J) 

Kinetic NRG 

(J) 

Total 

NRG 

(J) 

A       

B       

C       

D       

E       

 


